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Scientific Background

In some circumstances, stress can be a positive and motivating force. However,
chronic  stress  or  anxiety  can  cause  a  variety  of  symptoms  and  affect  the
overall  well-being  and  health.  Affective  computing  (also  called  artificial
emotional  intelligence,  or  emotion  AI)  consists  to  conceive  and  develop
systems that can recognize, interpret,  process,  and simulate human affects.
This  modern  branch  of  computer  science  should  analyze  the  human’s
emotional state and adapt the man-machine interface to give an appropriate
response to those emotions.
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Computer vision-based emotion assessment begins by capturing data about
the user's  physical  state or behavior using passive sensors.  For  example,  a
video camera might capture facial  expressions,  body posture,  and gestures,
while other sensors detect emotional cues by directly measuring physiological
data, such as skin temperature and galvanic resistance. Recognizing emotion
requires firstly the extraction of meaningful pattern from the gathered data,
then  the  processing  of  different  modalities,  such  as  facial  expression,
physiological  parameter,  using  machine  learning  techniques  to  produce  an
emotional  label.  Real-time  emotion  analysis  possesses  many  potential
applications such as  e-learning,  e-health, neuro-marketing, etc.  This research
topic is relatively recent and very few results are published in the literature.

Description of the project

Based on computer vision techniques, the goal of this PhD thesis is to establish
a real-time and remote  emotion recognition system  which respects multiple
constraints of general public applications: robustness and flexibility, low cost,
user-friendliness,  and  embedability  with  low  energy  consumption.  Facial
expressions of emotion are not culturally determined, but universal. Thus, we
can  categorize  them  in  6  basic  emotions.  Recently,  these  expressions  are
divided in two classes: macro- and micro-expressions. Micro-expressions occur
within 1/4 -1/25 of a second. They are involuntary and expose a person’s true
emotions.   However,  locating  and  analyzing  these  events  from  a  video
sequence is very difficult due to their short duration and low intensities. 

In this PhD project, based on the bibliographic study, firstly we will use a fast
camera (200 frames/s) to capture micro-expressions: a new video database will
be  created  under  real-world  conditions.  Then,  existing  macro-expression
recognition  algorithms will  be  tested  and  improved  on  optimal  extracted
images/video in order to generalize them on micro-expressions. Some specific
new approaches for  micro-expression analysis  will  be studied and proposed
using machine learning techniques.  

Secondly,  we  will  work  on  approximate  computing  for  real  time  emotion
analysis  and classification  prototype implementation.  The recent  concept  of
“approximate computing” involves how computer systems can be made better
“more energy efficient, faster, and less complex” by relaxing the requirement
that they are exactly correct.  In fact, many image processing applications are
error-resilient,  allowing  for  the  introduction  of  approximations  in  the
calculations.  Therefore,  adequate computing paradigm is  emerged,  in which
the accuracy of computation results can be traded for, e.g., savings in energy,
improvement in performance at runtime. In this project step, the algorithms will
be  reorganized  in  order  to  extract  their  parallelism.  Intrinsic  parallel
calculations  will  be  implemented  on  a  specific  GPU  processor  (or  Field-
Programmable Gate Array – FPGA circuits or hybrid architectures) to accelerate
the processing speed. We will perform multiple optimizations at several levels
using approximate computing. 
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